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Abstract. In order to predict the performance of a wide range of scientific applications on current high-end ccNUMA architectures, this paper
introduces benchmark-related modeling considerations for memory bandwidth and hybrid MPI/OpenMP performance. We use HPCG, state-ofthe-art benchmark, in order to create a workload representative for a
multitude of computational and communication tasks. We ran our model
validation experiments on real ccNUMA machine with 12Tb RAM in single operating system image mode to define the boundaries of problem size
and demonstrate improved indicators for the target architecture as compared with the fundamental model. Our model will permit to evaluate
reliably the performance of contemporary and future ccNUMA systems
with more than 20Tb of RAM and to compare their experimental results
with other problem-oriented architectures worldwide.
Keywords: benchmarking · ccNUMA · HPCG · memory bandwidth ·
NUMA effects

1

Introduction

The current Cache-Coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA) systems
are able to provide a larger amount of random access memory per node with a
single operating system image than it is accessible on an usual cluster. Asymmetric ccNUMA nature raises a number of potentially overwhelming strong NUMA
effects such as memory hot-spotting, the substantial penalty of incorrect NUMA
assignment, varying complex multilevel structure of latency and mismatch of
data access models and actual distribution of data in memory [9, 4, 22]. These
factors have a multidirectional impact on memory bandwidth, which continues
to be a major system challenge for memory-bound scientific applications. Deducing memory bandwidth from the theoretical peak one for a specific computing
procedure is a sophisticated problem [14]. Thereby, hypothetical prediction of
ccNUMA systems memory bandwidth is unconvincing.
Our ultimate goal is to measure reliably the performance of current and future ccNUMA systems. In this work, we present only preliminary considerations
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for the experimental benchmarking, modeling and predicting of ccNUMA memory bandwidth. The High Performance Conjugate Gradients (HPCG) Benchmark was used for creating a workload with the low ratio of computations to
data access that is representative for the major communication and computational patterns [6]. As we extend the existing HPCG performance model, we
predict the effective memory bandwidth of real system with a globally addressable memory, so-called jumbonode equipped with 12Tb of RAM and loaded as
a single operating system image. We shall compare the obtained results with
other problem-oriented architecture worldwide and predict the effective memory
bandwidth of future ccNUMA machines. We also demonstrate valuable technical
ccNUMA-related aspects of launching a hybrid HPCG.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In Section
2 we shall mention the most important previous works including the reference
model. In Section 3 we shall describe the factors considered by us that are able
to extend the existing general-purpose model for the ccNUMA architecture. The
model validation and experimental results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we
summarize our conclusions in Section 5, where we also consider the aspects of
future development of the model.

2

Background and Related Work

We review the previous work in NUMA- and HPCG-related aspects, which will
help us to take into account more challenges proposed by the ccNUMA architecture, namely (1) hybrid MPI/OpenMP performance modeling, (2) NUMA
effects, which have impact on performance and (3) HPCG-related publications
including reference model of HPCG performance.
Wang et al. [19] presents a model, which predicts both memory bandwidth
usage and optimal core allocations. Luo et al. [13] provides valuable insights
into off-socket and inter-socket bandwidth modeling to analyze performance of
different thread and data placements. A hybrid approach for the development
of high-level performance models of large-scale computing systems, which combines mathematical modeling and discrete-event simulation has presented in [17].
Work [18] shows advantages of hybrid OpenMP/MPI programming on largescale NUMA clusters. Other work on performance modeling of communication
and computation in hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications is carried out by [1].
As for the HPCG, we already have a number of important works since 2013.
Dongarra et. al [6] describes allowed and disallowed HPCG optimizations. Several
studies, [24, 3, 11, 10, 12, 5, 2] have been done to describe an early experience of
HPCG optimizations on large systems like Tianhe-2, Angara, Sunway TaihuLight
System, etc.
A general-purpose performance model [14] of the HPCG Benchmark includes the execution time for main kernels, namely for Symmetric Gauss-Seidel
smoother (SymGS), Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SpMV), Vector Update, Global Dot Product (DDOT), as well as Multigrid preconditioner (MG).
Together with the model of two communication procedures, the complete model
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allows us to predict HPCG performance reliably. As implied by the foregoing,
HPCG can provide insight into comparsion of ccNUMAs with the results of
other problem oriented architectures (non-ccNUMA). The evolutionary aspects
and experimental application of the mentioned works are contributions of this
work.

3

The Extended Model Features

The contribution made by our work is the prediction of ccNUMA system memory
bandwidth by using an reference model from work [14]. The main performance
challenges on ccNUMA are (1) locality of data access, (2) the amount of data
sharing between threads and (3) effective memory bandwidth [21]. The effective
memory bandwidth from main memory participating in the model of all computing procedures is of a greater significance. Our contribution is also in using
hybrid HPCG, not only pure MPI like in model [14]. In spite of the facts that
HPCG is well balanced at the MPI level, the performance of pure MPI realization is higher and OpenMP does not provide support for ccNUMA, our core
point is that the hybrid version is an additional great challenge for ccNUMA
architectures per se, providing emergence of a number of effects detrimental to
performance, such as memory hot-spotting. Table 1 shows the estimated range
of model options that have been considered by us or have such prospect. The
features of our model include (1) the execution time in seconds for main kernels
(SYMGS, SpMV, etc.) previously presented in [14] and extended in this work to
take into account the effective memory bandwidth and interconnect latency, and
(2) the effects of hybrid MPI+OpenMP parallelism in ccNUMA environment.
In this paper, we describe only the experimental aspects of effective bandwidth
evaluation.
Table 1. Comparison of model editions
Model Features

Reference

Extended

SY M GSexec time(sec)
SpM Vexec time(sec)
W AXP Bexec time(sec)
DDOTexec time(sec)
Allreduce, Haloexec time(sec)
Hybrid MPI+OpenMP
Effective bandwidth
IC latency
Optimization techniques

Considered
Considered
Considered
Considered
Considered
Not considered
Not considered
Not considered
Not considered

+BWef f
+BWef f
+BWef f
+BWef f
+IClatency
Considered
Considered
Considered
Future work

We already know total execution time from the non-hybrid HPCG model
[14]:
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(1)

Hybrid HPCG is more memory-bound, than pure MPI and can deliver better
performance [15], especially in case of the ccNUMA. For OpenMP, execution time
proposed by Wu and Taylor for hybrid MPI/OpenMP scientific applications [20]
is rewritten as follows:

P erf = (RefM P I + OM P ) ×

Compexec

T otalexec time(sec)
time(sec) + Commexec

(2)
time(sec)

where OMP represent the model for intranode OpenMP performance:
OM P = Tc1 + (BWn − 1)

Tc2 − Tc1
BW2 − 1

(3)

Here we use Eqn. 3 to model the OpenMP application execution time on
n cores based on the performance for single and dual cores (Tc ) and memory
bandwidth ratio (BWn ) [20].
The effective memory bandwidth can be deduced from reference model [14]
for every HPCG kernel as follows.

BWSY M GS (Bytes/sec) =

BWSpM V (Bytes/sec) =

(nx × ny × nz)/23×d × (20 + 20 × 27)(Bytes)
×2
SY M GSexec time(sec)
(4)
(nx × ny × nz)/23×d × (20 + 20 × 27)(Bytes)
SpM Vexec time(sec)

BWW AXP B (Bytes/sec) =

BWDDOT (Bytes/sec) =

(nx × ny × nz)/23×d × 24(Bytes)
W AXP Bexec time(sec)

(nx × ny × nz)/23×d × 16(Bytes)
DDOTexec time(sec)

(5)

(6)

(7)

where the most expensive routine is SYMGS [16].
While computing procedures were modeled exhaustively, important factors
obtained empirically remain. Second of them, after effective memory bandwidth
from main memory, is IC latency, whose influence on the prediction is considered
as insignificant by the authors of work [14]. We evaluate empirically IC latency
by KNEM, a Linux kernel module enabling high-performance intra-node MPI
communication for large messages [8].
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Table 2. Target system configuration
Architecture
details

Standalone Single OS image macronodes
server
Minimal Medium Jumbonode

RAM
188Gb
NUMA node(s)
6
Board/Socket/Core(s) 1/3/48

4

752Gb
3Tb
12Tb
24
96
384
4/12/192 16/48/768 64/192/3072

Experimental Results and Discussion

Since ccNUMA having more than 3Tb memory size are an exotic systems and
it seems complex to obtain a set of various gigantic ccNUMA systems, we use
our target system in different configurations presented in Table 2.
For a more in-depth study of NUMA-related challenges, we performed our
early-stage experiments with hybrid HPCG running on macronodes from 188Gb
of RAM (48 cores) with aggregation of macronode memory to 3Tb of RAM
(768 cores) and with subsequent integration into a single macronode with up to
≈12Tb of RAM (3072 cores) at the final stage.
A standalone server is based on AMD Opteron Processor 6380, interconnect
has a 3D Torus topology. We use Linux 4.12 with patchset for support of Block
Transfer Engine driver for NumaChip node controllers, which provide large number of outstanding memory transactions, memory controller for the cache and
memory tags, a cross-bar switch for the interconnect fabric and a number of
interconnect fabric link controllers.
Hybrid HPCG run on ccNUMA system with 12Tb is in itself nontrivial problem, which has not been previously described, to the best of our knowledge.
Operating system as well as HPCG have been compiled with optimized libgomp,
which supports stack and thread local storage (TLS) to keep local to more than
1024 threads. A private stack with size up to 2Gb is allocated to each HPCG
thread for increasing of problem size, which is very relevant. All MPI processes
mapped by NUMA nodes to reduce memory traffic and keep the data close to the
cores [15]. Generation of instructions to prefetch memory is used for increasing
performance of loops that access large arrays. Load is balanced for improving
efficiency of OpenMP application, distributing threads through all accessible
NUMA nodes, using more FPU and reducing load on the memory interface and
L3 cache. Generation of instructions to prefetch memory is used for increasing
performance of loops that access large arrays. The largest allowable size of the
problem was 256 × 256 × 256. All start-up options described above have a significant impact on HPCG performance on ccNUMA. Figure 1 shows the results
of modeling with the help of the fundamental model that does not take these
characteristics into account.
Figure 2 compares our predictions with the actual measured results of hybrid
HPCG on the jumbonode with 12Tb of RAM, and the predictions by the reference model have been put to comparison too. In contrast to the results of work
[14], the hybrid HPCG scales non-linearly on ccNUMA system; non-uniformity
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Fig. 1. Reference model prediction for HPCG

of the system results in surface separation whose causes will be studied. And
finally in Figure 3 we show the comparison of the modeled ccNUMA bandwidth
and the STREAM Benchmark results.
As to predicting the performance of future ccNUMA systems with more than
20Tb memory size, the view taken is that HPCG will remain memory-bound in
the future as well. Having about 7Tb memory consumption upon HPCG start
with the maximum jumbonode task size, we expect a proportionally high memory consumption since future ccNUMAs will have at least 4Gb per core. IC latency, whose weight in the general HPCG model is insignificant, will grow. Based
on our model, we expect the performance of at least 400GFlops for macronode
with 20Tb of RAM. In respect of current non-ccNUMA machines, HPCG offers
a single metric for comparing various problem-oriented architectures and reduces
the gap between them created by LINPACK. E.g., the experimental ccNUMA
demonstrates a satisfactory HPCG performance as compared to the results of
technical report [5] for “The Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer” [7], suggesting
that the ccNUMA memory is slightly slower as compared to the current TOP500
leaders.

5

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this work, we presented an experimental approach to contemporary ccNUMA
systems memory bandwidth evaluation. HPCG Benchmark was used to create a
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Fig. 2. Modeled and measured HPCG results on the target full-sized jumbonode with
12Tb of RAM

workload comparable to the contemporary scientific applications. The existing
HPCG performance model was extended by considering hybrid MPI/OpenMP
and supplemented by the factors influencing memory bandwidth. As a result,
the effective memory bandwidth of an real ccNUMA system with 12Tb of RAM
was predicted. The approach used by us can be applied to comparing of current
and future ccNUMA machines.
As implied by the foregoing, the divergence between the actually obtained
using STREAM Benchmark results and the deduced from reference model ones
is up to 12%. As was demonstrated in Section 4, the whole software environment
was optimized on a wide scale, namely the Linux kernel, gcc, libgomp, etc. However, large-scale optimizations of the HPCG itself are still possible. In the near
future we plan to concentrate for realization of the existing HPCG optimizations for ccNUMA case as “improving the performance of HPCG will improve
the performance of real applications” (J.Dongarra, et al. [6]).
First of all, we consider the refinement of the cache locality model with
the help of the novel HPCG optimization technique proposed in the paper [2],
namely coloring along two areas XY at a time in SymGS. Among other improvements a number of works argue to replace the default CSR matrix storage
format with simplified SELLPACK for SpMV and SYMGS kernels [24, 2]. Table
3 shows the expected speedup. Also recent work [23] demonstrates new data
redeployment model which allows to reduce the remote memory access overhead
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Fig. 3. STREAM benchmark results vs. prediction
Table 3. Planned optimizations and expected speedup
Optimization Techniques

Expected Results

Coloring along two areas
×3 SYMGS performance
XY at a time in SYMGS [2]
CSR → ELLPACK [2]
5% speedup in SYMGS and SPMV
Data redeployment [23]
Better performance for large scale problem

for computation-intensive applications with large size of problem in ccNUMA
architecture. These optimizations presume an analysis that will allow to study
better the challenges proposed by the ccNUMA architecture. Finally, we plan to
propose an IC latency model for ccNUMA systems in the near future.
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